
 

The new GCSE draft specifications are out! What do I need to do? 

Last week AQA, Edexcel and Eduqas published their new draft specifications for French, Spanish and 

German for first examination in 2026. This means that current Y8 and Y7 students will take the new 

exam.  Many MFL teachers will have breathed a sigh of relief looking at the new sample assessment 

materials (SAMs) as they look very similar to what we currently do; we still have the 90 or 80-90 

word and 150 or 130-150 word questions on the writing paper with clear bullet points (this time in 

English, hurray!) and in the speaking exam a role play and photo card activity which we’re very 

familiar with, again with the rubric in English, a cause for celebration. 

Many people on social media are saying there’s no need to change what you’re doing, but I believe 

that there are some significant changes and a closer evaluation is needed to look at how we should 

change our teaching practice. In addition, the Ofsted MFL crib sheets and training materials have 

recently been circulated virtually, and these give a very clear steer about where MFL pedagogy 

should be moving towards. 

What are the main changes that you should be aware of and how will this affect your teaching at 

KS3? 

1. A defined word list in KS3 

One of the main changes is that there is now a list of prescribed words, 1,200 for the foundation tier 

and 1,700 for the higher tier, and only those words can appear in the exam, otherwise a glossary of 

their meaning will need to be provided with the exam question. Exam boards have had to select at 

least 85% of the words in the list from the 2,000 most frequent words in each language. This means 

that there are less words to teach and learn and therefore these words will need to be recycled in a 

range of different topics. AQA and Eduqas have chosen very similar lists to those in the NCELP 

resources. It therefore makes sense to analyse the word list closely and create your own, defined list 

for KS3 and, ideally, for each year group, so that all teachers in your school are very clear about 

which vocabulary and grammatical structures must be covered by the end of the year. 

How often do you recycle and repeat these items of vocabulary?  Make sure you know how often 

words will be recycled (research says it takes between 6-14 times for a word to ‘stick’) and plan in 

extra opportunities to revisit really key vocabulary for lower attaining students. This quote about a 

‘less is more approach’ from the Ofsted training materials is very sensible: 

“There may be a tendency for there not to be enough of a difference in the curriculum content for 

lower attaining pupils. For such pupils, if there is too much to fit in, they struggle to master anything, 

which leads to high levels of disaffection. The appropriate selection of fewer key structures and 

vocabulary, with greater opportunities to use these repeatedly and creatively in different contexts, is 

a better recipe for success, including at foundation GCSE.”  

As Rachel Hawkes said in her Language Show presentation last weekend, there’s really no point 

teaching many items of vocabulary that aren’t in the new specs. We are in danger of cognitive 

overload and turning students off MFL and with the countrywide target of 90% of students taking 

the EBacc by 2025, the mid and lower prior attaining students, many of whom don’t currently study 

a language, need all the help they can get. 

 

 



 

2. A focus on phonics including assessment of phonic knowledge 

It’s vital that you now have a planned approach to teaching phonics, not that you mention the 

pronunciation of words when you meet them. The Ofsted training materials suggests inspectors 

asking the question, 

“Show me in the Year 7 scheme of work how you cover phonics.”  
 
You should be able show exactly when and where you introduce new phonemes across Y7 and how 
you ensure that they are systematically recycled. If you’re stuck with how to create a progression 
map of the most important phonemes in French (28), Spanish (25) and German (34) take a look at 
the SpeakEasi (www.speakeasi.net) resources which provide everything you need to teach phonics 
effectively and show progression in Y7. 
 
The new GCSE SAMs show that phonic knowledge will be tested through dictation having 20% of 
available marks in the listening exam, for example this from the AQA SAMs at higher tier, students 
will listen to this gapped aural text: 
 
Une qualité principale d’un ami / c’est de ne jamais cacher ses sentiments. / C’est essentiel. / Ce 
n’est pas une bonne idée de mentir.  
Mon partenaire est marocain./ Il est né dans la capitale. / Il dit que la vie est tranquille / surtout à la 
campagne / où il y a plus de chevaux que d’habitants.  
Les parents doivent absolument interdire / certaines applis aux enfants / car elles peuvent être / un 
danger pour eux.  
J’ai mis du jambon / avec des carottes / dans ce plat. / Si tu l’aimes, / je te donnerai la recette. / Elle 
est super simple. 
 

This activity would work brilliantly with the 
Sanako Connect  
(https://sanako.co.uk/products/sanako-
connect) virtual language lab software, as 
teachers can create gapped activities really 
easily that are self-marking and can be set as 
homework or to be completed in the lesson 
like the diagram to the right. 
 
The speaking exam tests phonic knowledge 
productively as students must read aloud a 
text that they have only seen for the first time 
in the 15 minute preparation time. At 
foundation level for AQA it’s around 35 words 
long with an example is here: 
 
 

Cette actrice est très célèbre pour ses films sur grand écran. Cependant, elle est arrivée au monde 
des stars par Internet. Sa carrière a commencé à la maison, dans sa chambre, car elle aimait poster 
des vidéos pour jeunes. 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.speakeasi.net/
https://sanako.co.uk/products/sanako-connect
https://sanako.co.uk/products/sanako-connect


 

 
 
At higher level it’s around 50 words, with an example here: 
 
 
Tes vacances idéales ? Tu apprécies l’histoire et visites les châteaux ou les musées ? Tu veux 
essayer la cuisine de la région ou écouter la musique traditionnelle ? Tu participes peut-être aux 
sports dans la mer ou tout simplement tu te reposes, tranquille sur la plage ? Alors, à chacun ses 
goûts ! 
 
 
How can you prepare students for this?  They absolutely need a strong 
foundation in phonics, which is revisited and recycled throughout KS3 
and KS4.  The Sanako Pronounce Live software 
(https://sanako.co.uk/products/pronounce) is a brilliant solution to 
provide instant feedback, where the teacher or student can copy and 
paste any text, or free type to create online pronunciation exercises.  
Students can listen to the correct model of pronunciation, then 
repeat and record themselves.  They receive instant feedback on 
their accuracy of pronunciation with a 0 -100% score. The teacher 
can collect students’ recordings and performance mark, receive a 
report on their progress and download assessed student work. It 
can be used in class or set as homework. 
 
 

3. A focus on spontaneous speaking 
 
Is anyone tired of spending huge amounts of time in Y10 and Y11 getting students to write answers 
to a set of general conversation questions, marking them and returning them and then asking 
students to memorise them off by heart?  This is extremely challenging, especially for mid and lower 
prior attainers, very time-consuming and actually puts students off learning a language as it is so far 
removed from what they actually need to do to speak a language when abroad. So the idea is that 
there is no more need to do this anymore. But it does mean that we must get students early on 
speaking spontaneously about things that interest them. Greg Horton’s Group Talk staged speaking 
practice idea is one of the best I’ve seen and I used it consistently between 2011-2016 with 3 classes 
which I taught for 5 years to GCSE and their speaking results were incredible. You can find out more 
in this Teacher’s TV episode:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v12QHnkMcUg. 
 
 
I also love Vincett Everett’s ideas in this blog 
(https://whoteacheslanguages.blogspot.com/2022/04/how-do-you-revise-for-speaking-exam-
if.html)  and I used them recently, as for the last few years I’ve always taught the Y11 foundation set 
who didn’t want to study a language, and I found this technique to be excellent. However, it’s much 
better if you start it early in KS3!  
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The Sanako Connect software can 
mimic the spontaneous part of a 
speaking exam by the teacher 
speaking straight into the students’ 
ears (through their headsets) a 
series of unprepared questions, 
which they must all attempt to 
answer. So the teacher can launch 
any of these exercises and when the 
students have all recorded their 
answer into their device 
(PC/laptop/tablet/iPad/phone) the 
teacher can click on ‘collect all 
student submissions’ and can collect 
and mark them. 

 
 
It's an efficient way to assess students 
regularly and feedback can be given 
individually either in writing or recorded 
by the teacher (for example you can 
model items that were mis-
pronounced). Speaking is the key to 
student self-efficacy in language 
learning and this way will help students 
to get better at it and make faster 
progress. 
 


